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INTRODUCTION 
In most published investigations of the asymptotic distribution of the 
eigenvalues X, of a Sturm-Liouville system, it is assumed that the coefficients 
are continuously differentiable. As a consequence, the asymptotic behavior 
of /\,, always takes the form {see, for example, Fix [l] for a rigorous analysis}: 
jp=n+a +a fI+..., 
77 0 1 (1) 
where a,, a, ,... are constants independent of n. Because no practical motiva- 
tion appears to exist for it, the situation for discontinuous coefficients has 
not been examined in any detail except for the obvious comments (see, for 
example, Fix [l, p. 520, first sentence]). 
Recently, however, Anderssen and Cleary [3] and Lapwood [2] have 
investigated the consequences of assuming that spherically symmetric 
shear velocity and density models for the Earth contain discontinuities. 
The eigenfrequencies of the torsional free oscillations of an Earth with such 
shear velocity and density structure are defined by a Sturm-Liouville system 
with discontinuous coefficients, and therefore, the asymptotic structure of 
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such eigenfrequencies will not necessarily follow the behavior of (1). In fact, 
the central conclusion of these authors is that the introduction of discon- 
tinuities into the coefficients of a Sturm-Liouville system will, in general, 
produce a persistent solotone effect in the asymptotic distribution of the h, 
in the form of an irregular pattern of eigenfrequencies that is continually 
repeated. Lapwood [2] d erives conditions under which a solotone effect 
holds for the asymptotic distributions of the eigenfrequencies of a vibrating 
string with a single density and velocity discontinuity, while he and Anderssen 
and Cleary [3] show that solotone effects can occur in the asymptotic distribu- 
tion of the eigenfrequencies of torsional free oscillations of a spherically 
symmetric sphere. 
The present paper aims to establish rigorous conditions under which 
discontinuities in the coefficients of a Sturm-Liouville problem can produce 
solotone effects in the asymptotic distribution of its eigenvalues. 
1. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
Let (1 = (/\i , h, ,..., X, ,... } denote the set of eigenvalues of the Sturm- 
Liouville boundary value problem 
P,P@)(~Y/4 + Ylraa = 0, m@)(~Yl4 + YlZPb = 09 (1.2) 
where p(x), q(x), and Y(X) are bounded on (a, b) with p(x) > C = const > 0 
and q(x) > C > 0 for all x on (a, b), and k, and K, are constants. In this 
paper, we study for large A the asymptotic behavior of the set fl for the case 
when the coefficients have step discontinuities at a finite set of points 
h, , h, ,-me, h, on (a, b), and have continuous bounded derivatives of order m 
everywhere else. 
The basic result we establish is that the existence of a solotone effect 
in the asymptotic behavior of the set A is a consequence of discontinuities in 
p(x) q(x). In fact, we show that: 
(i) A single discontinuity in P(X) Q( x is a sufficient condition for the ) 
existence of a solotone effect. 
(ii) Multiple discontinuities in p(x) q(x) also ensure the existence of 
a solotone effect when their size and position is not such as to cause cancella- 
tion of the effects due to each of the individual discontinuities. 
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2. TRANSFORMATION OF THE PROBLEM 
The set A can be defined by simpler problems that are equivalent to (1.1) 
and (1.2). In particular, if we transform the independent variable s of (1. I ) 
and (1.2) using 
7’ = lb r-l(~) do, 
J 
*,L t _ T-1 p-w d@, u(t) 2: J+(q), 
- n 
n 
(2.1) 
f(t) == q+(t)) q(.$t)), g(t) = W(.$t)) r(.$Q), 
then A becomes the set of eigenvalues of the system 
(dWdt*) + (Af + g) u = 0, 0 < t < 1) 
(24 
[f&wq + u]t=o = 0, [k,(du:dt) t- u]f=l = 0. 
The coefficients f and g are uniformly bounded on (0, 1) and have discon- 
tinuities at the points 
ti = [hip-yB) de. 
*” 
On the interval (0, l), the function f is bounded away from zero in the sense 
that there exists a positive constant c for whichf(.r) > c > 0. 
Let (0, I)* denote the union of open intervals (0, tr), (f, , fa),..., (t,-, , t,), 
(t, , 1). We assume that f(t) and g(t) have uniformly bounded derivatives 
of order m on (0, 1)“. This holds on the basis of the earlier assumption 
that p and Q have uniformly bounded derivatives of order m on (hi , hi+r), 
i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n, where h,, = a and h,+r = b; and on the definitions above. 
In part, the aim is to show that there exist conditions such that, for large A, 
the asymptotic behavior of the eigenvalues of (2.2) is obtained from (2.2) 
by neglecting g. 
This transformed problem can be compared with a harmonic system 
defined bv 
by writing 
(d2W2) + 4 = 0, d = $(f), t E (0, 1). (2.3) 
24 = z@(w). (3.4) 
(2.3), it follows that u defined by (2.4) is a solution of (2.2) From (2.2) and 
if and only if v and w satisfy the equation 
4Q9/54/3-9 
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Thus, if we take 
w(t) = St Aw”[v(e)]- de, 
0 
V-6) 
and if v is any solution of the equation 
c(d2v/dt2) - v-3 + (f + eg)v = 0, c = l/X, (2.7) 
on (0, I), then u = v+(w) satisfies the differential equation of (2.2), if 4 is 
any solution of (2.3). 
3. LEMMAS 
To justify the use of this latter formulation of the problem to derive 
results about the set A, we must establish two lemmas. In the first, we show 
that on each of the open intervals (t 9 , t,+a), u(t) has a representation of the 
form (2.4). In the other, we establish that the differential equation 
c(d2y/dt2) - y-3 + G”y = 0, y = y(t), G = G(t), (3.1) 
has a solution of the form 
y = (l/G) + E-F, (3.2) 
where @ = a(t) is uniformly bounded on (0, 1). 
To show that u(t) has the desired representation on (tD , t,+i), it is only 
necessary to prove: 
LEMMA 1. If co > E > 0 and M > f 3 c > 0, then (2.7) has a unique 
solution v(t) on (t, , t,+l) satisf>Gng [dv/dtltzt, = vo’, v(t,) = v, > 0, and 
v(t) and 1 /v(t) are uniformly bounded on (t, , t,+l). 
Proof. It follows from DieudonnC [4, 10.4.61, that (2.7), subject to the 
given initial conditions at t, , has a unique solution on an open interval 
(tP , /3), where in general, /3 depends on E. Now, this solution can be continued 
unless it becomes unbounded or v approaches zero as t - fl. 
Consider the expression 
F = c(dvldt)2 + (1/v2) + fv2, f, -c t -c B, 
where v is the solution of (2.7) satisfying v(t,) = v,, , [dw/dtltctV = v,‘, and 
note that since f’ = df/dt is uniformly bounded on (tp , t,+l), we can write 
dF/dt = f ‘v2 - 2cgv’v. 
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But, ‘11 > j 3 c > 0 on (0, 1) and so there exists a constant k’ such that 
v > f’ + kog2/W, t, < t < tDtl. 
Thus, 
on (tD , /3). Since this implies 
F <F,, exp(P(t - t,,)), F, = ID E& )- + P.;’ +fz.(;, 
z’ and l/o satisfy the inequalities 
‘0’ < A/c, l/v < A, A2 = F, exp(K2(t,+l - tp)), c < 1, 
and being bounded at p, enable the solution to be continued to t,,+l subject 
to the same uniform bounds. # 
LEMMA 2. lj E,, > E ;- 0, 1cI > G(x) 3 c > 0, and G has bounded 
derivatives of order four on (0, l), then the differential equation (3.1) has a 
solution of the form (3.2), w h me B is uniformly bounded on (0, 1). 
Proof. Using the transformation 
y = u,iv, t = 1x [v(O)]-” dt’, 
‘0 
1 = [“[v(e)]-” do, 
‘0 
(3.1) b ecomes 
Thus, if u, v, and I/u, l/v are bounded on (0, -Y) and satisfy 
and 
(+)(d2v/dx2) - (G4/v4) = -gv, 
c(d2u/dx2) - u-~ + gu = 0, 
then? = u/z~ is a solution of (3.1) on (0,l). Moreover, J and 1;~ are bounded 
on (0, 1). 
If we set v = G, then g = 1 + <h(x), where k(x) = G-‘d2G/dx2, is 
uniformly bounded on (0, X). I n more generality than is required for this 
lemma, we see that if G has bounded derivatives of a sufficiently high order 
and v is taken in the form 
v =: G - cG4/4 + c2v2 + ... 1 E~-~v~-~ , 
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then g can be written as 1 + alp, where p is bounded on (0, X), for an 
appropriate choice of the functions ni = w,(x), i = 2,..., I- 1. 
Assuming that v has been chosen in this way, it is necessary to show that 
the equation 
E(d2U/dX.“) - u-3 + u( 1 + dp) = 0 
has bounded solutions. Let u = 1 + &U(X). Then w = w(x) satisfies 
with 
l (d2w/dx2) + 4w + p = c’q(u, w), (3.3) 
q(u, w) = wy1 + 2u + 3u2) u-3 - pw. 
Thus, it is only necessary to show that w is bounded. 
Let 
(3.4) 
From general existence theory for ordinary differential equations (see, 
for example, DieudonnC [4, Sect. 10.4.6]), we know that there must exist 
a finite ,!I > 0 such that, on the interval (0, /I), (3.7) has a solution w(x) that 
satisfies w(0) = -p(O)/4, w’(0) = 0, and the inequality 1 w 1 < K for 
x E (0, /I). If, for any given E, /I is maximal and less than X, then we must 
have / w(/I)I = K, or u approaching zero since, otherwise, we could continue 
the solution past /I and still satisfy the required inequality ( w [ < K. If 
E < or , where clzK = 4, the second possibility is excluded since, on (0, /?), 
[ II 1 > 1 - cllK > $. Restrict E to the set (0, or) and note that 1 Q 1 is then 
uniformly bounded on (0, 8) by some constant (A, say) independent of E. 
Now, consider the positive form 
4 = w + P’/4)2 + 4(w + P/4)2, (35) 
and observe that for any positive constant K2, 
(d+/dx) - ck2+ = -[ek(w’ + p’/4) - r/k12 + r2/k2 - 4ck”(w + ~/4)~, (3.6) 
where 
Y = l q + p”/4, 
and is uniformly bound on (0, X). If r$ satisfies the initial value problem 
(d&dx) - rk2cj = r2/k2, 4(O) = WV 
then 4 < C$ on (0,/3). 
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We can choose k so that r2/k2 < 1 on (0, X), and then choose l 2 so that. 
for Em >> c > 0, 
l (p,,‘)~ exp(J-z2X)/16 + (exp(&X) - l)l~k~ < 2-Y. 
It follows that 
4 = exp(&%) Jaz {r’(e) exp(J?8)/k2} d6, + 4(O) exp(ek2t) < 2X < K 
on (0, S). 
Then 4 :< 4 < K on (0, /3) and so from (3.5) we have 
2 1 rc + p/4 1 < K1j2 or j w / < K1i2/2 + j p 118 < 3K/4. 
Therefore, we must conclude that, for E < min(r, , c2), /3 coincides with X 
and 1 w / < K on (0, X). Since K is independent of E, the result now follows 
from Lemma 1. 
4. THE ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF I1 
We now prove our main result: 
THEOREM Under the assumptions of Section 2, the asymptotic distribution 
of the eigenoalues of A is given by 
1 
sin II),- 
cos ct;,- 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
cos rv,r 
-sin lVa+ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 Yl 
rll 0 
sin IVr- cos WL 
cos W,+ -sin lV,-- 
----------- 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
-0 0 
-0 0 
-0 0 
-0 0 
-0 0 
----------- 
-0 sin W+- n1 
- 0 cos w+- 11 1 
-0 0 
0 0 o- 
0 0 o- 
0 0 o- 
0 y2 o- 
y;l 0 0 - 
0 0 o- 
0 0 o- 
0 0 o- 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
._-_---- 
cos w-;-l 
-sin TV+- n1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Y2 
cos IT,,- - 
Yn-1 
0 
-sin TV,,’ 
= 0, 
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with W,+ = AlI2 $:+1f(0)112 de, and yD =f1/4(t>l)f-1/4(t~+l), where tiGl 
and tz,, denote the lower and upper sides of tp+l . 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 1 and Section 2 that, on the interval 
(0, 1>*, a solution of (2.2) has the representation 
u = cfpv, sin w, + /3,v, cos wp , 
(4.1) 
eL’* = hII2 
J 
‘t [v,(O)]-’ d8, p = 0, 1,2 )...) n, t, = 0, tn+r = 1, 
t, 
for any given solution v,(8) of (2.7) on (t, , t,+l), p = 0, 1, 2,..., II. For the 
general case of nonhomogeneous boundary conditions, the boundary condi- 
tions at t = 0 and t = 1, and the requirement that u and du/dt be continuous 
at the n points t, (p = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n), gives 2n + 2 equations for the deter- 
mination of the 2n + 2 unknown constants 01~ and /I, (p = 0, 1, 2,..., n). 
For homogeneous boundary conditions, assuming u is not the trivial solution 
on (0, 1), the determinant d,(X) of the matrix associated with these equations 
must be zero. Clearly, then, the vanishing of d,(h) is a necessary and sufficient 
condition for h to be a member of A. Explicitly, the equations for CQ, and /3, 
(p = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n) are: 
k&‘* 
010 v- [ I - + ~o[k,(vo’)- + 00-l = 01 0 
~l~z!~+ sin w,+ + pDv,+ cm wp+ = B,+AJ+1 , p = 0, 1) 2 ,... , 
ap (vp’)+ sin wD+ + 5 
[ 
cos wp+ + p, (VP’)+ cos wp+ - ] [ 
Al/* 
+ sin 
VP 
zjU+ 1 
%+lE + BD+lw+lr~ 
"Wl 
p = 0, 1) 2 )..., 
a, 
[ 
(k2(v,‘)+ + v,+) sin w,+ + $ k, cos wn+] 
+ /I,, [(k2(v.‘)+ + zq,+) cos wn- - $ k, sin wn+] = 0, (4.2) 
n 
where 
VP + = %(~,,I), ZIP- = Z’#J, (vi,‘)+ = [dvp!idtlt=tpil , 
and 
(v,j’)- = [dv,/dt],+ , 
WY+ zzz p/’ 
1 tp+l [vi,(O)]-’ d0, forp = 0, I,..., n. - t,, 
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If we now assume that, on (tD , t,+& f and g have bounded derivatives 
at least of order 4, then on the basis of Lemma 2, we can replace v, by 
(f + q-l!4 + EtJD , where C$ is uniformly bounded on (tv , t,+l) as E goes 
to zero, and hence, as h goes to infinity. Thus, by neglecting all but the 
O(W) terms in d,(h), we will obtain the equation in h given above, which 
defines the asymptotic form of the eigenvalues in A. 
In fact, by discarding all but the O(h1/2) terms in (4.2), we obtain the 
asymptotic system: 
c+,/ L,- = 0, 
ap IT,7 sin W,+ + fl,V,+ Cos W,+ = +/3,+1?T~+1 , p =o, l,..., II- 1, 
aiD cos w, j-l r vp+ - /3, sin nl,+/ I,-,+ = o(,,+i/ IV;;,.i , p=O,l,..., n-l, 
CY k cos W,+:’ T7,+ - flnkz sin W,,+/ ITn = 0, n 2 (4.3) 
where I-,+ =f-114(tp+l), I,-,- =f-li4(t,+), and H/,‘- = Al/n j::+lf(e)lP de, 
for p = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n, with 
f-1. ‘(tp-) = liliy f-l+), 
n 
f-‘,‘(tll’) = lii f-‘I”. 
II 
t,.l” X<f,, 
We can simplify (4.3) further to obtain 
c$J = 0, 
p = 0, 1 , 2 )..., II - 1 , 
(4.4) 
p = 0, 1 ) 2 ,..., 11 - I ( 
where y,, = r-,.1/ Tffl+ = f”‘(t;+J f-‘,‘yt;+& I 
We see immediately from (4.4) that the asymptotic structure of the eigen- 
values of A depends only on the structure of f(x) = Pp(x) q(x), and thus, 
is independent of the structure of g(x) = Tp(x) r(s). 
:Vote. When yD = 1 for all p, (4.4) reduces to 
sin (All2 J.1f(A)1~2dO) = 0. # 
0 
(4.5) 
We now examine two special cases: 
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Case 1. 71 = 1. When we have a single discontinuity, the asymptotic 
form of d,(h) = 0 is 
I 1 0 0 0 I 
sin W,+ cos w,+ 0 
cos WC)+ -sin W,’ ~0’ 
71 =o 
0 ’ (4.6) 
0 0 cos w,+ -sin WI+ 
which can be rewritten to yield 
sin P/a a = A sin P/a b , (4.7) 
where a = $ f(Q1/z de, b = ~~lf(0)l/z d6 - J:f(~9)l/~ de, and A = 
(Y12 - lMY1’ + 1). s ince yr cannot vanish, A < 1. In addition, / b 1 < a. 
Therefore, the curve y = sin ax oscillates more rapidly than y = A sin bx, 
and their points of intersection depend continuously on A while 0 < A < 1. 
When A = 0, which corresponds to the case when the discontinuity does 
not exist, these points are at x = nrr/a. The nature of the solotone effect in 
the asymptotic distribution of the A, is clearly visible even when A is very 
small since, in that case, 
h:‘2+~+4(-1)“sin$n7r* # (4.8) 
Case 2. n = 2. When we have two discontinuities, the asymptotic 
form of d,(h) = 0 is 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
sin IVO+ cos w()+ 0 Yl 0 0 
cos w()+ -sin W,’ YF 0 0 0 
0 0 sin WI+ cos w,+ 0 Y2:! 
0 0 cos Wl+ -sin WI+ Yil 0 
0 0 0 0 cos w,+ -sin W2+ 
= 0, 
(4.9) 
which can be rewritten as 
(y;l + n) (~2 + y2) sintWo+ + WI’ + W2’) 
+ (Y? + Y2) (Y? - yl) sin(IVr+ + W,’ - Wo+) 
+ (Y? - Yl) (Yl’ - y2) sin( W,+ + W,+ - WI+) 
+ (y;l + yl) (y;l - y2) sin(IVO+ + W,’ - Wz+) = 0. 
The asymptotic distribution of the eigenvalues will again exhibit a solotone 
effect unless 
-4 sin xa + B sin xb + C sin xc = 0, (4.10) 
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B = (1 - yl*) (1 - y:)i(l + y:) (1 t Y?‘~). 
.f, 
c= I I - *l.f(s)li2 ne, c = (1 - y2)1(1 -’ y2’). ‘0 - I, 
Since -11, B, and C are nonzero, the determinant of (4.10) and its second 
and fourth derivatives must vanish, i.e., 
This requires that c = +a and b = fa, or b = 3:~. Thus, (4.9) is satisfied 
by taking Wo+ = W1’l’ = Iti\+ so that a = b = c and choosing yis and ys” 
so that -4 f B + C = 0 (e.g., yi2 = j, yz2 = 4). # 
This proves that, in special circumstances, the solotone effect can be 
absent, and hence, that the absence of this effect does not imply the absence 
of discontinuities inf(.x) = T2p(x) q(x). H owever, the absence of the solotone 
effect in such circumstances must impose a very strong constraint on the 
size and position of the two discontinuities. 
It is clear that, in the general case, the asymptotic form of d,(h) = 0 will 
yield the condition 
sin (Xl.’ Jl:f(Q1:” &) = : di sin(X1&z.) t 7 
i=l 
where the Aj and ai are constants that depend only on the nature of the 
discontinuities and form of f(e), and thus, except for very special circum- 
stances, the asymptotic distribution of the eigenvalues of A will display a 
solotone effect. 
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